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Special Edition Workshop
Mobile Office Notebook

Workshop video link: youtu.be/NWnFHAJbGjg

Kit Materials: Tools and Supplies:
 □ (2) Jumbo Manila Tags
 □ 11/2x3” Kraft Pen Loop
 □ 2x33/4” Black Booklet Binding Paper
 □ 33/4x61/4” Kraft Booklet Cover
 □ 2x81/2” Kraft Booklet Band
 □ (14) 3x33/4” Notepad Pages
 □ 3x43/4” Kraft Notepad Binding Paper
 □ (6) 4x6” Index Cards
 □ Paper Clip
 □ Small Rubber Band
 □ 12” Waxed Linen Thread
 □ 3x41/2” White Coin Envelope
 □ Mini Pen

 □ Small Cutting Mat and Craft Knife  
 □ Awl and Stitching Cradle  
 □ 1/4” Crop-A-Dile Punch
 □ Corner Chomper
 □ CS® BB Glue with Needle-tipped Applicator 
 □ CS® Grid Ruler 
 □ ScorPal 
 □ Bookbinding Needle
 □ Paper Trimmer
 □ Pencil
 □ Bone Folder
 □ Scissors

Tag Preparation

1. Place one Jumbo Manila Tag 
horizontally into a ScorPal with 
the hole of the tag on the left. 
Score at 1, 31/2, 4, and 71/2”.  Make 
two slits in the first score with 
a ruler and craft knife from 1 to 
11/2 and 21/2 to 3”. 

2. Place one tag horizontally into the ScorPal with the hole on the right. Score at 1/2, 33/4, 41/8, and 71/4”. Make a slit in the 
first score line from 13/4 to 21/4” with a craft knife. 

3. Wrap the 11/2x3” Kraft Pen Loop horizontally around the mini pen with the pen in the middle. Glue the edges of the 
paper together to secure the loop. Measure and cut the loop into three 1/2” pieces with scissors. 

4. Slide the ends of two loops through the slots made earlier on the first tag. Fold back along the 1” score closest to 
the reinforced hole, sandwiching the ends of the loops inside. Apply glue to secure. 

5. Slide the end of the remaining loop through the slot made on the first score of the second tag. Glue the end of the 
loop to the  edge of the tag. 

6. Glue the tags together, end to end, within the 1/2” scored area. Sandwich the edge of the Kraft pen loop between 
the two tabs. This will create the book cover and three scored sections for the booklet. 

7. Fold back on the 3/4” scored area on the right edge of the second tag, nearest the reinforced hole, and glue into 
place only at the top and bottom edges to form a small pocket perfect for postage or small labels.
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Booklet Assembly 

1. Trim the 4x6 Index Cards vertically at 33/4”. Fold each card in half. Fold the 33/4x61/4” Kraft 
Booklet Cover in half. Nest the pages into the cover. 

2. Pierce the fold of the booklet at 3/4, 17/8 and 3” with a paper piercing tool and stitching cradle 
or cork board. (See piercing positions at right.) 

3. Nest the index cards into the booklet cover and bind together with a pamphlet stitch. 
Thread a needle with waxed linen and enter the center hole from the inside of the fold to the 
outside. Stitch into the top hole, out through the center, and into the bottom hole. Tie thread 
tails on a knot. 

4. Fold the 2x33/4” Black Booklet Binding Paper vertically in half at 1”. Nest the booklet into the 
binding paper, and glue each side into place, one flap at a time. 

5. Open the booklet to the back cover. Wrap the 2x81/2” Kraft Booklet band vertically around the 
cover with the ends meeting on the outside center of the cover. Apply glue to the back of the 
band and center onto the second scored area of the folio. 

Notepad Assembly

1. Score the 3x43/4” Kraft Notepad Binding Paper horizontally at 33/4 and 4”. Fold along the scorelines to make a spine. 

2. Place one 3x33/4” White notepad paper vertically in front of you. Measure and mark a line 
3/8” from the top edge. Mark an intersecting line 1/2” from each edge. 

3. Stack a few additional sheets of White notepad paper together and punch holes at the 
center of the two intersecting marks. Using the original sheet as a template, punch the 
remaining sheets in the same manner. 

4. Insert a sheet of punched paper into the prepared Kraft binding paper with the holes 
closest to the spine. Mark the location of the holes on the 3/4” flap and punch. Slide all of 
the notepad papers into the Kraft Binding paper, aligning all punched holes. 

5. Thread the rubber band onto the paper clip. Guide the rubber band through one of the 
holes on the stack of punched papers and back out the other side. Thread the rubber band onto the other side of 
the paper clip to secure. Glue the back of the binding paper to the center section of the booklet. 

Pocket Assembly 

1. Place one 3x41/2” White Coin envelope horizontally into the trimmer with the flap on the right. Cut at 33/4”.  

2. Position the envelope vertically in front of you with the center seam facing up and the open end of the envelope 
on the top. Measure and mark 1” up from the bottom left edge and 1” from the upper right edge. Connect the two 
marks to make a slanted line. Cut along the line to create an angled pocket. 

3. Adhere the pocket to the third section of the folio with the angled opening of the pocket on the left. 

4. Roll the book closed from right to left. Slide the pen through the loops to close the interlocking cover.

Booklet Piercing
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